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Abstract

Background: Basal forebrain (BF) degeneration occurs in Down syndrome (DS)-

associated Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, the dynamics of BF atrophy with

age and disease progression, its impact on cognition, and its relationship with AD

biomarkers have not been studied in DS.

Methods: We included 234 adults with DS (150 asymptomatic, 38 prodromal AD,

and 46 AD dementia) and 147 euploid controls. BF volumes were extracted from

T-weighted magnetic resonance images using a stereotactic atlas in SPM12. We

assessed BF volume changes with age and along the clinical AD continuum and

their relationship to cognitive performance, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and plasma

amyloid/tau/neurodegeneration biomarkers, and hippocampal volume.

Results: InDS, BFvolumesdecreasedwith age andalong the clinical ADcontinuumand

significantly correlatedwith amyloid, tau, and neurofilament light chain changes inCSF

and plasma, hippocampal volume, and cognitive performance.

Discussion:BFatrophy is a potentially valuable neuroimagingbiomarker ofAD-related

cholinergic neurodegeneration in DS.

KEYWORDS

Alzheimer’s disease, basal forebrain, biomarkers, cholinergic, Down syndrome, magnetic reso-
nance imaging, neuroimaging, volumetry

1 INTRODUCTION

The basal forebrain (BF) is the center of the cerebral cholinergic sys-

tem, containing themain cholinergic projection neurons that innervate

the limbic structures and the neocortex.1 Alzheimer’s disease (AD)

dementia patients exhibit brain deficits in the enzymes involved in

acetylcholine synthesis.2–4 Such reductions correlate with cognitive

impairment,5 and with the loss and atrophy of cholinergic neurons in

the BF.6–8

Recent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based neuroimaging

studies have shown that BF cholinergic degeneration appears early

in the clinical AD continuum, with BF volume loss occurring in pre-

clinical and prodromal sporadic AD.9–13 BF atrophy also correlates

withADbiomarkers,14 and predicts cognitive impairment.15 Hence, BF

atrophy biomarkers could help identify individuals at risk of cognitive

deterioration in AD.

Down syndrome (DS) is considered a genetically determined form

of AD,16 and deficits in cortical choline acetyltransferase activity have

also been reported in this population.17 Moreover, neuropathological

studies revealed that adults with DS have fewer and smaller choliner-

gic neurons in the BF compared to age-matched controls.18,19 In this

sense, MRI studies have shown BF and hippocampal atrophy in indi-

viduals with DS who progressed from asymptomatic to symptomatic

AD.20

However, no studies have yet investigated BF morphometric

changes along the full clinical AD continuum in DS or their relationship

with cognitive performance and AD biomarkers.

In this study, we describe changes in the BF volume with age and

along the clinical AD continuum in DS. We further assess continu-

ous associations with cognitive performance, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

and plasma amyloid/tau/neurodegeneration (AT[N]) biomarkers, and

hippocampal atrophy.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

This is a single-center cross-sectional study of adults with DS and

euploid controls from the Down-Alzheimer Barcelona Neuroimag-

ing Initiative (DABNI) and Sant Pau Initiative on Neurodegenera-

tion (SPIN) cohorts in Barcelona, Spain. DABNI is a longitudinal

cohort investigating the natural history of AD in DS with multimodal

biomarkers.21 SPIN is a cohort formultimodal biomarker discovery and

validation that includes cognitively healthy volunteers andparticipants

with different neurodegenerative diseases.22

The study included participants of both sexes (18+ years) with

available volumetric T1-weighted MRI sequence (T1w). Exclusion cri-

teria were any significant unstable medical or psychiatric disease

affecting cognition and contraindications for MRI (claustrophobia,

pacemaker, aneurysm clip, etc.). The Sant Pau Research Ethics Com-

mittee approved the study, following the human medical research

standards recommended by the Declaration of Helsinki. All partici-

pants and/or their legally authorized representatives (in the case of
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individuals with DS) gave written informed consent. Participants were

recruited between January 2011 and July 2021.

2.2 Clinical and cognitive evaluation

Intellectual disability (ID) was categorized into mild, moderate, severe,

or profound according to theDiagnostic and StatisticalManual ofMen-

tal Disorders—Fifth Edition (DSM-V). This assessment was based on

caregivers’ reports of the individuals’ best-ever level of functioning

and on the Intelligence Quotient score of the Kaufman Brief Intelli-

gence Test Spanish version when possible.23 Participants with mild or

moderate ID further underwent cognitive assessment with the Cam-

bridge Cognitive Examination adapted for individuals with Down Syn-

drome and others with intellectual disabilities (CAMCOG-DS, Spanish

version)24,25 and with the modified Cued Recall Test (mCRT),26 as

detailed in previous studies.21,27–29 The CAMCOG-DS is a cognitive

battery that evaluatesorientation, language,memory, attention, praxis,

abstract thinking, and perception. The mCRT is an adapted test to

assess free and cued episodic memory in people with ID.

After independent neurological and neuropsychological evaluations

(blinded to biomarker data), each participant with DS was classified in

a consensus meeting as asymptomatic (aDS) when there was no clini-

cal or neuropsychological suspicion of AD (i.e., absence of cognitive or

functional decline compared to the previous functioning); prodromal

AD (pDS) when there was cognitive impairment, but symptoms did not

fulfill the criteria for dementia (i.e., cognitive impairmentwithout func-

tional changes); and AD dementia (dDS) when there was a functional

decline compared to the previous functioning. The assessment of func-

tional status for differentiating pDS and dDS was based on anamnesis,

the Dementia Questionnaire for People with Learning Disabilities, and

the Cambridge Examination for Mental Disorders of the Elderly, mod-

ified for use assessing people with Down Syndrome(CAMDEX-DS).28

We also included CSF amyloid-negative euploid controls within the

same age range as participants with DS (23 to 65 years), selected from

the SPIN cohort.

2.3 Image acquisition and processing

MRI data were acquired with a 3T Philips Achieva scanner (Philips

Healthcare) at Hospital del Mar (Barcelona) or with a 3T Siemens

Prisma scanner (Siemens Healthcare) at Hospital Clínic (Barcelona)

between 2011 and 2022. Imaging protocols in both scanners included

T1w images with 1.0 mm isotropic resolution. The acquisition param-

eters for each scanner are provided in Table S1 in supporting informa-

tion.

T1w images were processed with the voxel-based morphometry

pipeline implemented in the Computational Anatomy Toolbox (CAT12;

Christian Gaser and Robert Dahnke; http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/

cat/) for Statistical ParametricMapping software (SPM12; http://www.

fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/), using the default parameters

for voxel-basedmorphometry.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic Review: Studies have shown that degenera-

tion of basal forebrain (BF) cholinergic neurons occurs in

sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Down syndrome

(DS)-associated AD. However, the dynamic of BF atrophy

with age and disease progression, its impact on cognition,

and its relationship with AD pathophysiology assessed

by fluid biomarkers have not been studied in Down syn-

drome. Relevant related publications are appropriately

cited.

2. Interpretation: BF volume decreased with age and

along the AD clinical stages and correlated with amy-

loid/tau/neurodegeneration biomarkers and cognitive

performance. Our findings suggest that BF atrophy is

a potentially valuable neuroimaging biomarker of AD-

related cholinergic neurodegeneration in DS.

3. Future Directions: Our findings support the magnetic

resonance imaging assessment of BF volume as an early

biomarker of AD-related cholinergic neurodegeneration

in adults with DS. Hence, as secondary prevention AD tri-

als prepare to include participantswithDS, assessment of

BF atrophy could helpmonitor drug efficacy.

The CAT12 voxel-based morphometry pipeline segments T1w

images into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and CSF maps

of 1.5 mm isotropic voxels. Then, each map is registered to stan-

dard stereotactic space (Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI]) using

Geodesic shooting. This pipeline also automatically extracts hip-

pocampal volumes using the neuromorphometrics atlas, and further

estimates total intracranial volumes (TIV).

Additionally, we extracted volumes of the anteromedial (amBF) and

posterior (pBF) areas of the BF from the warped and modulated GM

mapusing a recently developed stereotactic atlas of functionally homo-

geneous BF subdivisions (Figure S1 in supporting information).30 The

amBF corresponds to histopathologically defined cholinergic nuclei 1-

3 (Ch1-3), which innervates the hippocampal complex and olfactory

bulbs, and the pBF corresponds to cholinergic nucleus 4 (Ch4), which

innervates the cerebral (especially limbic and paralimbic) cortex and

amygdala.31,32

The quality assurance report provided by CAT12 preprocessing

(https://neuro-jena.github.io/cat/) was used for assessment of image

quality and exclusion of participants with low image quality that could

impair adequate volumetric measures of the BF. Participants with an

image quality rating <70% were excluded from the study. We found

that including T1w images with an image quality rating > 70% would

grant acceptable imaging quality and exclude the least number of

subjects possible.

To control for head size variability among subjects and between

groups, amBF, pBF, and hippocampal volumes were adjusted for TIV
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using the residuals method.33 Briefly, this approach consists of com-

puting a linear regression of the volume of interest and TIV in the

control group to obtain the intercept and the slope of the line that

fits the data. These parameters are then used to adjust the volume of

interest of all participants (controls and with DS). We used the resid-

uals method to minimize the impact of developmental differences in

brain size between euploid controls and participants with DS. A simple

proportional method to correct BF volumes for TIV overestimates the

(relative) BF volumes.

2.4 CSF and plasma biomarkers acquisition and
analyses

A subset of participants underwent lumbar puncture (n = 147) with

CSF tap and/or blood collection by venipuncture (n = 212). Samples

were processed as previously described27 and stored at –80◦C before

analysis. The CSF levels of amyloid beta 1-40 (Aβ40) and amyloid beta

1-42 (Aβ42) peptides and phosphorylated tau 181 (p-tau181; n= 138)

were measured using the Lumipulse G600II fully automated plat-

form (Lumipulse, Fujirebio-Europe).22 CSF neurofilament light chain

(NfL) concentration (n = 147) was quantified with an enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA; NF-Light Assay; UmanDiagnostics), fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s recommendations. All CSF samples were

analyzed at Hospital Sant Pau, Spain. Plasma concentrations of p-

tau181 (n = 202) and NfL (n = 197) were measured with single

molecule array (Simoa) technology (Quanterix). p-tau181was analyzed

at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, and NfL at Hospital Sant

Pau, Spain, following establishedprotocols.21,27,34 TheAlzheimer’s lab-

oratory at Hospital Sant Pau integrates the Alzheimer’s Association

external quality control program for CSF biomarkers.35

CSF Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio and p-tau181 levels were used to strat-

ify asymptomatic participants with DS according to the presence

of amyloid (A+) and tau (T+) pathologies. Cutoff values of CSF

Aβ42/Aβ40 < 0.062 and CSF p-tau181 > 63 pg/mL were used to

consider participants as A+ and T+, respectively.36

2.5 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed with R software, version 3.6.3

(www.R-project.org). Association of amBF and pBF volumes with age

were assessed in DS and controls with locally estimated scatterplot

smoothing (LOESS) curves, using a first-order LOESS model with a

tricubic weight function and a span parameter of 0.75 as previously

described.21 We considered a significant difference when the curves

diverged visually rather than when the 95% confidence intervals did

not overlap, as the exact age at which the intervals diverge depends on

intrinsic limitations of studies assessing the natural history of biomark-

ers, such as the nature of the variable; the slope of the association

curve; and, in our study, the uneven sample sizes.21

Data distribution was visually assessed with QQ plots. Differences

in amBF, pBF, and hippocampal volumes between controls, aDS, pDS,

and dDS were assessed with Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Dunn’s

test. Theeffect size assessmentwasperformedwithCohen’sd test. The

influence of biological sex and apolipoprotein E (APOE) ε4 carriership

on BF atrophy within each study group was assessed with Mann–

Whitney test. Correction formultiple comparisonswasperformedwith

false discovery rate (FDR).

Spearman correlation analysis was used to assess the association

of amBF and pBF volumes with cognitive performance and AT(N)

biomarkers in participants with DS. For the correlation with cognitive

performance, we used the CAMCOG-DS total scores and the mCRT

immediate free recall scores in participants with mild and moder-

ate ID separately. We chose non-parametric tests as we performed

several correlation analyses with biomarkers that did not meet the

normality assumption. We performed correlation analyses of BF vol-

umes and AT(N) biomarkers and hippocampal volume in aDS, pDS, and

dDS participants separately, but also in symptomatic individuals (col-

lapsing pDS and dDS) to increase the statistical power as in previous

works.21

Data analysis was performed between May and July 2022. Signifi-

cance was set at P< .05.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Demographics

Table 1 summarizes the demographic data of study participants. A

total of 393 individuals met the inclusion criteria of the study. After

quality assessment of T1w images, we included 381 participants: 234

adults with DS (150 aDS, 38 pDS, and 46 dDS) and 147 euploid con-

trols (Figure S2 in supporting information). Controls were older than

participants with DS (median age [interquartile range], in years: 53.6

[46.5–58.1] vs. 45.6 [37.2–51.3], P < .001), and had a greater propor-

tion of females than the group with DS (73% vs. 42%; P < .001). There

were no significant differences in the proportion of APOE ε4 carriers

between groups.

Among participants with DS, 189 (81%) underwent cognitive

assessment, 148 (63%) had CSF biomarkers, and 213 (91%) had

plasma biomarker measures. There were no significant differ-

ences in the demographics between these subsets and the overall

cohort.

3.2 BF atrophy with age and along the clinical AD
continuum

We compared the age-related changes in adjusted amBF, pBF, and hip-

pocampal volumes between adults withDS and euploid controls. amBF

and pBF volumetric reductionwith age spanwasmore prominent inDS

than in controls, starting in the third decade of life (30 years before the

median age for prodromal AD diagnosis21,37) with a linear decline until

≈age 40 and a steeper decline thereafter (Figures 1A-C). In contrast,
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TABLE 1 Study participants.

Study groups

Controls aDS pDS dDS P-value

Sample sizeN (%) 147 (39) 150 (39) 38 (10) 46 (12) NA

Demographics

Age, median (IQR),

years

53.8 (47.3–58) 39.8 (29.8–46.3) 49.2 (47.0–52.5) 53.7 (49.1–56.2) <.001a

Sex (female),N (%) 105 (71) 60 (40) 17 (45) 20 (44) <.001b

APOE ε4 carrier 30 (20) 26 (17) 8 (21) 7 (15) .728b

Mild ID,N (%) NA 46 (31) 8 (21) 5 (11) .021b

Moderate ID,N (%) NA 79 (53) 24 (63) 30 (65) .223b

Severe/profound ID,

N (%)

NA 25 (17) 6 (16) 11 (25) <.001b

Neuroimaging biomarkers; median (IQR)

amBF volume (cm3) 1.35 (1.29–1.40) 1.37 (1.30–1.43) 1.23 (1.18–1.29) 1.15 (1.09–1.23) <.001a

pBF volume (cm3) 1.02 (0.98–1.08) 1.12 (1.07–1.20) 1.02 (0.91–1.08) 0.89 (0.82–0.96) <.001a

Hippocampal volume

(cm3)

6.3 (6.1–6.5) 5.8 (5.4–6.0) 5.2 (4.8-5.4) 4.1 (3.5–4.7) <.001a

Cognitive test scores; median (IQR)

CAMCOG-DSTotal

score (n= 189)

NA 72 (61–85) 70.5 (58–76.75) 52 (35–58) <.001a

mCRT immediate free

recall scores

(n= 158)

NA 19 (15–21) 12 (8–14) 7 (4–10) <.001a

CSF biomarkers; median (IQR)

Aβ42/Aβ40 (n= 225) 0.1 (0.1–0.1) 0.08 (0.06–0.09) 0.04 (0.04–0.05) 0.04 (0.04–0.05) <.001a

p-tau-181

(pg/mL, n= 225)

33 (28–76) 28 (17–44) 96 (54–167) 130 (93–174) <.001a

NfL (pg/mL, n= 268) 365 (300–488) 366 (232–488) 734 (651–1094) 1201 (749–1870) <.001a

Plasma biomarkers; median (IQR)

p-tau-181

(pg/mL, n= 248)

12 (9–16) 11 (8–16) 20 (12–25) 24 (18–40) <.001a

NfL (pg/mL, n= 314) 8 (6–11) 9 (6–14) 15 (11–22) 26 (19–38) <.001a

Notes: Data of hippocampal volume, amBF volume, and pBF volume presented in the table are adjusted for total intracranial volume.

Abbreviations: Aβ42/Aβ40, amyloid beta 1-42/amyloid beta 1-40 ratio; aDS, asymptomatic Down syndrome; amBF, anteromedial basal forebrain; CAMCOG-

DS, Cambridge Examination for Mental Disorders of Older People with Down Syndrome and others with intellectual disabilities; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid;

dDS, participants with Down syndrome and Alzheimer’s disease dementia; ID, intellectual disability; IQR, interquartile range; mCRT, modified cued recall

test; NA, not applicable; NfL, neurofilament light chain; pBF, posterior basal forebrain; pDS, participants with Down syndrome and prodromal Alzheimer’s

disease; p-tau-181, phosphorylated tau-181.
aKruskal-Wallis test.
bChi-squared test.

NA= not applicable.

hippocampal volume (which had a lower offset) only started to atro-

phy after age 40, suggesting BF volume changes antedate those of the

hippocampi (Figures 1A-C).

Therewas progressive atrophy in amBF, pBF, and hippocampuswith

disease progression along the AD clinical continuum (Figures 1D-F).

pDS had lower BF volumes than aDS (PFDR < 0.001, d = 1.5) and

dDS than with both aDS (PFDR < 0.001, d = 2.1) and pDS groups

(PFDR = 0.027, d = 0.6). Likewise, lower hippocampal volumes were

also observed in pDS compared to aDS (PFDR < 0.001, d = 1.3) and in

dDS compared to both aDS (PFDR < 0.001, d = 2.4) and pDS groups

(PFDR < 0.001, d= 1.2).

We also stratified the analyses by biological sex and APOE ε4 status.
aDSmales had higher pBF volumes than females (PFDR = 0.047; Figure

S3 in supporting information). TheAPOE ε4 haplotype did not influence
amBF or pBF volume loss with age or along the AD continuum in DS

(Figure S4 in supporting information).
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F IGURE 1 Basal forebrain volume across age and along the Alzheimer’s disease continuum in Down syndrome. Volumes of basal forebrain and
hippocampus are adjusted for the total intracranial volume. Significance values expressed as *P= 0.05, **P= 0.01, ***P= 0.001 (Dunn’s test; false
discovery rate corrected). Shading represents 95% confidence intervals. aDS, asymptomatic Down syndrome; dDS, Down syndrome-related
Alzheimer’s disease dementia; pDS, prodromal Down syndrome-related Alzheimer’s disease; sDS, symptomatic Down syndrome (pDS+ dDS).

3.3 BF atrophy and cognitive decline in DS

Volumes of amBF and pBF correlated significantly with global cog-

nition and episodic memory, as reflected by the correlations with

CAMCOG-DS total scores and with mCRT immediate free recall

scores. In participants with mild ID, we found significant associations

between amBF and pBF volumes with episodic memory but not with

global cognition scores. Among participants with moderate ID, both

CAMCOG-DSandmCRTscores correlated significantlywith amBFand

pBF volumes. Correlations were stronger for episodic memory than

global cognition in both groups (Figure 2).

3.4 Relationship of BF volume with AT(N)
biomarkers and hippocampal volume

In adults with DS, BF atrophy showed significant correlations with

AT(N) biomarkers (Figure 3). Volumes of amBFandpBF correlatedwith

the CSF Aβ42/40 ratio (lower volumes with lower Aβ42/40 ratio), with
p-tau181 and NfL (lower volumes with higher p-tau181 and NfL), and

with hippocampal volume (Figure 3 and Table S2 in supporting infor-

mation). BF volumes also significantly correlatedwith plasmap-tau181

andNfL (Table S2).

When participants were stratified according to the presence or

absence of AD symptoms, there was a significant correlation of amBF

and pBF volumes with the CSF Aβ42/40 ratio in asymptomatic but not

in symptomatic participants (Table S2). Correlations between amBF

and pBF volumes and CSF p-tau181, plasma p-tau181, CSF NfL, and

plasma NfL remained significant in both asymptomatic and symp-

tomatic participants (Table S2). Further stratificationof aDS individuals

according to CSF tau levels into T– and T+ subgroups showed that

amBF and pBF volumes correlatedwithCSFNfL even in T- participants

(Figure 4).

4 DISCUSSION

This study showed that BF atrophy in adults with DS starts very early

in the third decade of life, being one of the earliest biomarkers to show

changes in adults with DS.21 There was a steeper decline after age

40 in parallel with the hippocampal atrophy and with disease progres-

sion along the AD continuum. Furthermore, BF atrophywas associated

withworse global cognition and episodicmemory in adultswithDS.We

also showed for the first time that BF atrophy is associated with amy-

loid (in asymptomatic individuals only), tau, and neurofilament light

changes.
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ROZALEMARANHA ET AL. 7

F IGURE 2 Correlations between basal forebrain volumes andmemory assessment tests. Volumes amBF and pBF are adjusted for the total
intracranial volume (TIV). P and r values obtained with Spearman correlation analysis. amBF, anteromedial basal forebrain;
CAMCOG-DS, Cambridge Examination forMental Disorders of Older People with Down’s Syndrome; ID= intellectual disability; mCRT, modified
Cued Recall Test; pBF, posterior basal forebrain.

F IGURE 3 Correlations between basal
forebrain volumes and AT(N) biomarkers.
Volumes of amBF and pBF, and hippocampal
volume are adjusted for the total intracranial
volume (TIV). P and r values obtainedwith
Spearman correlation. A, amyloid; Aβ, amyloid
beta; amBF, anteromedial basal forebrain; CSF,
cerebrospinal fluid; N, neurodegeneration; NfL,
neurofilament light chain; pBF, posterior basal
forebrain; p-tau, phosphorylated tau; T, tau.

The very early decline in BF volumes in the third decade occurs

togetherwith the initial decline in CSFAβ42/40 and increase in plasma

NfL values, which were found (earlier than expected) in the late 20s,

before the elevations in CSF p-tau or hippocampal atrophy.21 Inter-

estingly, in asymptomatic participants with DS, amBF and pBF atrophy

were related to CSF NfL levels even before the detection of tau

pathology, suggesting amyloid-related neurodegeneration. BF atrophy

thus starts >20 years before the mean age of diagnosis of prodro-

mal AD.21,37 However, we found a clear acceleration beyond age 40 in

parallel with hippocampal atrophy and cognitive decline.21 This accel-

eration thus occurs when there is both amyloid and tau deposition,

suggesting a synergistic effect in cholinergic neurodegeneration.21,38

Of note, when stratifying participants into asymptomatic versus symp-

tomatic, we found that the association between BF atrophy and CSF

Aβ42/40 ratio was significant only among asymptomatic subjects,

while the association between BF atrophy and p-tau181 was stronger

in symptomatic participants. Interestingly, there was a correlation

between NfL levels and BF volumes in T– individuals, supporting BF

atrophy’s link to neurodegeneration before tau positivity. Most evi-

dence of the association between amyloidosis and cholinergic degen-

eration comes from animal and neuropathological studies,39,40 but

less from in vivo research. While MRI and amyloid-positron emission

tomography (PET) studies in cognitively unimpaired adults, mild cog-

nitive impairment, and sporadic AD dementia have shown that BF

atrophywas related to the corticalAβburden,11,14,41 othershave found
thatBF atrophyonMRIwas related to abnormal levels of p-tau181, but
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8 ROZALEMARANHA ET AL.

F IGURE 4 Correlations between basal forebrain volumes and CSFNfL in asymptomatic Down syndrome according to tau status.
amBF= anteromedial basal forebrain; pBF= posterior basal forebrain; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; NfL: neurofilament light. Volumes of amBF and
pBF are adjusted for the total intracranial volume (TIV). P and r values obtained with Spearman correlation. A, amyloid; aDS, asymptomatic Down
syndrome; amBF, anteromedial basal forebrain; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; NfL, neurofilament light chain; pBF, posterior basal forebrain; p-tau,
phosphorylated tau; T, tau.

not of Aβ1-42 in the CSF.13 AD pathophysiology affects nerve growth

factor (NGF)metabolism, compromising the trophic support toBFneu-

rons even at preclinical AD stages, as shown both in pathological42

and CSF studies.43 Of note and as expected, given the strong intercon-

nections between the structures, amBF and pBF also correlated with

hippocampal volume.1,32

We have also observed higher pBF volumes in men than in

women with aDS and no influence of APOE ε4 in BF volumes or

AD-related changes. The brain volume (and subcortical structures)

is higher in men than in women.44 However, studies reporting sex

differences in the BF have been discrepant. Neuropathology studies

have shown more AD-related cytoskeletal alterations in the nucleus

basalis of Meynert in women thanmen,45 while a recent neuroimaging

meta-analysis found no sex differences in BF volume of the gen-

eral population.46 Regarding APOE genotype, we recently showed an

impact of the APOE ε4 haplotype in some biomarkers of neurodegen-

eration ([18F]fluorodeoxyglucose PET and hippocampal volume), but

not in others (NfL levels).47 Finally, BF atrophy was associated with

worse global cognition and episodic memory in participants with mod-

erate ID but onlywithworse episodicmemory in participantswithmild

ID. This result is probably due to ceiling effects in the CAMCOG-DS in

participants withmild ID.28

Our findings have important implications. They support the MRI

assessment of BF volume as an early biomarker of AD-related cholin-

ergic neurodegeneration in adults with DS. Recently, Teipel et al.15

have shown that BF volume predicted global cognitive decline in indi-

viduals with sporadic AD treated with cholinesterase inhibitors. In

that study, BF volume showed higher accuracy than hippocampal vol-

ume in discriminating cognitive decliners from non-decliners, signaling

the need to study the potential of BF volume in predicting response

to cholinergic treatment.15 Cholinesterase inhibitors are the main

pharmacological therapy for cognitive symptoms inAD, improving cog-

nitive and behavioral manifestations48 and reducing the risk of patient

institutionalization49 and the burden on the caregivers.50 The results

of this paper underscore the cholinergic deficits in adults with DS and

support the common clinical practice of using cholinesterase inhibitors

(but not memantine) in this population.16 As secondary prevention

AD trials prepare to include participants with DS, assessment of BF

atrophy could helpmonitor drug efficacy.

The main strength of our work is studying a large, well-

characterized, and population-based cohort of adults with DS with

clinical and multimodal AD biomarkers, allowing us to perform an in-

depth analysis of the relationship of BF atrophywith AT(N) biomarkers

and cognitive performance in relation to AD clinical stages. Moreover,

we have used a mask to extract BF volumes based on a functional

parcellation of the BF that defines subregions in a data-driven manner

and thus does not depend on subjective manual definitions of these

subregions according to some external anatomical landmarks.30 Our

study also has limitations. Because cholinergic nuclei are not directly

visible in structural MRI data and indirectly localized through the

stereotactic atlas, atrophy in the anterior and posterior BF segments

might reflect not only degeneration of cholinergic neurons but also

abnormalities in other neuronal populations within the same anatomic

region, such as GABAergic and glutamatergic interneurons.51 More-

over, selecting participants based on the quality of T1w images might

introduce bias. Even though only 3% of scans were excluded due to

low image quality, this could favor the selection of participants with

better cognitive function and, likely, lower AD-related pathological

changes. On the other hand, being more permissive with imaging

quality problems would have introduced noise to the BF volume
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ROZALEMARANHA ET AL. 9

estimates, reducing its accuracy. Finally, this is a cross-sectional study,

although the uniform development of AD pathology and its consistent

age at onset (between 50 and 55 years) in DS37 allows the investiga-

tion of biomarker temporality pseudo-longitudinally as in autosomal

dominant AD.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In adults with DS, the volume of anteromedial and posterior segments

of the BF decreases with age and across clinical stages of AD, and

correlates with cognitive performance and AD biomarkers. BF atro-

phymay be a potentially useful neuroimaging biomarker of AD-related

cholinergic neurodegeneration in DS.
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